Sydney Eventing at SIEC
Sydney’s original One-Day-Event
- From beginners to Olympians
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Katie roots

It’s an Olympic year! And the Sydney Eventing Summer Classic
at the Sydney International Equestrian Centre (SIEC), Horsley
Park, to be held on Saturday 20th and Sunday 21st February
will feature top class action from some of the horses and
riders who are long-listed for the Australian Olympic Team
for Eventing. Even though most of us won’t be going to Rio
to experience the thrill of the 2016 Olympic Games, we
can all come and see, up close and personal, some of the
combinations who could very likely end up on the winners’
podium in Brazil later this year. (AND have your cap or t-shirt
autographed by a potential gold medalist!).

Who is Sydney Eventing?

Sydney Eventing is proudly run by a friendly committee of
volunteers passionate about the sport of eventing. Our
competitions attract more than 300 horses and riders, of
all ages and abilities, from Newcomers, whose jumps are a
maximum 60 cm high, right up to 3* riders, where the jumps
are up to 1.25m high. Not only are Australian superstars
of eventing to be seen in competition – a number of them
also work behind the scenes in an organisational or official
capacity. For example, elite national squad rider, Christine
Bates (Wilberforce), is president of the Sydney Eventing
Committee while gold medalist Stuart Tinney (Maraylya) not
only continues to compete in the sport with success, he is also
the cross country course designer for Sydney Eventing.

Making spectators feel
welcome

Sydney Eventing welcomes all spectators and provides a
spectator information centre at our competitions. Friendly
volunteers will happily answer questions, provide free maps
and direct spectators to the best vantage points to view the
action. They will also be able to tell you when certain riders
are competing, where to go to view dressage, jumping and
cross country, and where to find results.

Who can compete in
eventing?

The level of support and friendly mentoring offered to
children and young riders (and even older riders new to the
sport) encourages riders to expand their horizons and come
eventing. The rules of eventing emphasise the importance of
the welfare of the horse and the progressive nature of the
training that is required. The nature of the sport – where the
rider takes ultimate responsibility for their horse’s wellbeing,
for knowing the rules, and for riding responsibly invariably
fosters resilience and good sportsmanship. The camaraderie
among riders is legendary. Children as young as 10 years old
can compete, and many are trained and mentored by older
riders.
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Andrew Cooper

Want to be more than a
spectator?

A friendly committee made up of many wonderful volunteers
runs Sydney Eventing. Many of our committee members are
themselves riders or have family members who compete in
eventing. Some of our volunteers use the experience as an
opportunity to learn more about eventing, prior to committing
to competing themselves. However you don’t need to be
a rider or a horse owner to be a part of this vibrant and
exhilarating sport. The ‘eventing family’ is inclusive and friendly.
We can help you find a role you’ll enjoy, and we provide
training, mentoring and meals. Volunteers’ help is immensely
appreciated – by the committee and by the riders. The
rewards are huge - friendship, fun and a sense of belonging.
What can you do? There are plenty of roles to be filled – even
by those who are unfamiliar with the sport. You could be a
cross-country jump judge, (on-site training provided), pencil
(write) for a dressage judge, be a part of the ring crew for
dressage or jumping, or assist in catering for the volunteers the choice is yours. Can you spare half a day? Could you bring
a friend to help or invite your neighbor along? Everyone is
welcome and everyone is valued.

Mandy Bale

If you would like to be involved with our team, please contact: Lisa
Green (legal_eagle007@hotmail.com 0411 548 397); or Camilla
Mowbray (cmowbray@bigpond.com 0409 521232) to find out
more.
More information is available on our Facebook page: Sydney
Eventing @ SIEC or at our new website www.sydneysieceventing.
org.au.
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Christine Bates

CAN YOU HELP?

Christine Bates

18 February (Midweek) and 20 - 21 February (Weekend) at Sydney (at SIEC) Eventing
Sydney Eventing is running two events on 18 February (Midweek) and 20 - 21 February
(Weekend) at the Sydney International Equestrian Centre, Horsley Park – just off the M7.
Classes range from Newcomers to CNC 3*, attracting some of Australia’s best known
event riders and Olympic hopefuls.
To run these events, we need an army of volunteers to carry out jobs such as cross-country jump judging, pencilling
for dressage judges, marshalling, helping with catering/hospitality, manning pedestrian crossings. It doesn’t have to
be all day – a couple of hours is a big help.

If you have some spare time on any of the above dates, bags of enthusiasm and would like to play an active part
in making these exciting events happen, then get in touch with Lisa Green at legal_eagle007@hotmail.com /
0411 548 397 or Camilla Mowbray at cmowbray@bigpond.com / 0409 521232. We will provide coffee/tea/
lunch and a full briefing on what you have to do. All volunteers are eligible to register for the Eventing NSW
Volunteer Lottery for 2016, with a prize pool of $10,000.
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